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Pallet Wrapping Weighing Trial – What’s Included? 

 
    A member of the Agritel team will attend site on the day of installation to ensure

the wrapper is optimally set up for your requirements.  

   Once the wrapper is installed and training has been provided to any members of
staff that require it, we will conduct a weighing trial.  

  We bring with us samples of varying thicknesses of wrap to determine the most
economical for your needs. 

After testing with these thicknesses, we weigh the waste wrap from the pallet. 

From this we can tell you: 
 

 How many pallets you will wrap with one roll of machine pallet wrap which helps
you to understand your usage
How much it will cost you to wrap one pallet. 
If moving from hand to machine wrapping, we can show you the amount you will
save from doing so. A payback period can also be calculated. 
Which thickness of wrap will give you the most economical returns to inform
buying decisions. 
Which thickness of wrap will generate the least plastic waste, helping with
environmental targets. 
Even if you are just adding another machine to your operation, we would still
recommend a weighing trial as machines are often set up with a wrap thickness
that is more than necessary. Let us do the hard work for you!   

We then send you an easy to read, one page report on the findings that can be
used to inform purchasing decisions.  

 
This service is free of charge. Even though there is no obligation to take your machine
wrap from Agritel, we would always recommend purchasing your wrap from the same

company that you purchased the machine from. 
 

Not purchasing a wrapper but interested in a weighing trial? Contact our friendly,
knowledgeable sales team today to book a trial! 

 


